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Applicant Name Sunny Roy K C

Text of Application

The website fsi.nic.in has not been functioning at least since 15th
August 2023. In a response received from NIC on the same, it has
been notified that fsi.nic.in has been the victim of a defacing attack
and also notified by CERT-In. Please see the supporting document.
Based on the recommendation of NIC, please provide information for
the following questions: 1) Has FSI requested for an audit of fsi.nic.in
through a Cert-In empanelled auditor/agency after it was notified by
CERT-In that the website may possibly be a victim of defacement
attack? 2) If yes, provide the date during which the request was
made and the name of the auditor/agency that is conducting the
security audit. 3) If no such audit was requested by FSI, may you
please let me know why? 4) Is there a tentative date by which FSI
plans to conduct the security audit and notify NIC regarding the
audit? Thank you very much for your cooperation in this regard.

Reply of Application please find attachment for sought information.
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1. What does ONHOLD category on Zone-H mean? 

Zone-H is a publicly available archive/repository for defaced websites, 
sometimes, the hackers themselves submit their hacked pages to this archive. The 
defacing incidents are maintained under ON HOLD category by Zone-H pending 
confirmation of defacement.  

2. Is the website a victim of a defacement attack? 

Yes, notification in this regard was also received from CERT-In. 
  

3. If the answer to the above question is YES, then what security lapses may have 
led to the defacement attack?  

Website fsi.nic.in is developed, maintained and hosted by FSI and is hosted at FSI 
data Centre. Some of the reasons for defacement attack can be vulnerable website 
code, improper configuration at web server level, unpatched/outdated web server, 
weak passwords etc. However, exact reason for the defacement can be identified 
by analysing relevant artefacts.  

4. What is to be done by FSI and NIC, to bring the website live again?  

FSI/Owner organisation has to get the website audited through CERT-In 
empanelled auditor/agency and should submit the website audit certificate and 
report to NIC to get the website unblocked. 

 
 




